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In May, EGIA surveyed its network of contractors on Service Agreements. Below is a summary of the results.

There are a number of traits that successful contracting companies have in common; things that the best 

organizations in the industry all do well. Perhaps one of the most important is a focus on service agreements. 

Signing up customers for service agreements lays out a schedule that can make revenue more consistent and 

predictable, improving the financials during shoulder seasons while bolstering relationships and future spending by 

customers. In May, we surveyed our network of contractors on service agreements – how important companies find 

them, how long the average agreement is, how much revenue they bring in, and more. 

Does your company offer service agreements?

While service agreements are generally accepted as a necessary practice among 

trainers and industry publications, first and foremost we wanted to find out if contracting 

companies agree. Overwhelmingly they do, with 94% of those surveyed saying that their 

company offers service agreements. In fact, 99% of those surveyed agreed that service 

agreements are necessary; those few companies that don’t offer them simply reported 

that they don’t have enough qualified employees to staff that part of the business.

Do you offer different tiers of service agreements? (Silver and Gold, eg)

An overwhelming majority of surveyed contractors offer service agreements, but the 

practice of offering different service agreement tiers is evidently much less common. 

Just 40% of respondents allow customers to select a certain service agreement 

level – such as a silver, gold or platinum package – against 60% who offer just one 

type of agreement. While the level of maintenance may remain consistent across 

some tiers, breaking out different types of agreements can allow companies to offer 

higher-end equipment, increased discounts or other unique benefits at different 

price points or longer commitment periods.
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Do you offer commissions or other incentives for employees who sign-up customers for 
service agreements?

Considering that service agreements can be a big driver of revenue, 
doesn’t it make sense to incentivize employees to sign up as many 
customers as possible? The contractors we surveyed answered 
with a resounding yes (85%)! Commissions, additional PTO or other 
bonuses can seem like expensive rewards, but a service agreement 
can exponentially increase the lifetime value of a customer, in terms 
of frequency of visits, upselling equipment and voluntary referrals, all 
with little extra cost to the company. In the end, satisfying your best 
service agreement salespeople is probably worth the investment. 

Do you offer service-agreement customers special perks, such as priority treatment, 
discounts, etc?

From the customer standpoint, one of the most compelling things about signing on 
for a service agreement is the expectation of better customer support and potential 
discounts. Surveyed contractors clearly recognize that as a draw, with 94% indicating 
that they offer service-agreement customers special perks to help sell them on the 
process and keep them satisfied.

A number of benefits for service-agreements customers were reported to us, with the 
most frequently cited being: discounts ranging from 5% all the way up to 30%; lifetime 
warranty on parts and labor; 24-hour guaranteed appointment; no overtime charges 
on evenings and weekends; front-of-the-line pass; free filters; and a portion of the 
agreement value being credited toward replacement equipment annually.

How many service agreements per million dollars in replacement, service and maintenance 
sales do you have?

As mentioned above, service agreements can be a boon for 
companies that want to add consistency to their revenue 
schedule, making shoulder seasons profitable in locations or 
companies where otherwise year-round profitability can be a 
difficult proposition. But just how many service agreements 
does the average contracting company have, per million dollars 
in replacement, service and maintenance sales? Between 1 
and 500, say 53% of respondents, with 501-1,000 (26%) taking 
second place, followed by 1,001-1,500 (5%), 1,500+ (4%) and 0 
(4%). But what’s the ideal number?

“1,000 service agreements per million in replacements, service and maintenance sales is the minimum that 
companies should be shooting for,” says Gary Elekes, renowned industry educator and EGIA Contractor University’s 
resident expert on service agreements.  “1,500 is the best-in-class target and it’s absolutely achievable; all my 
home services companies work toward that goal. When I work with contractors as a consultant or educator, that’s 
the number I want them aspiring to and that we’ll help them get to.”

 During the shoulder seasons, service 
agreements are a wonderful opportunity to 
upsell the customer with special promotions. 
Our experience with service agreements is 
very good. We have an incentive program 
for employees: After 25 sign-ups, you get 
a paid day off. They all compete to get the 
day off and win bragging rights.

-HVAC Contractor in Northern Florida
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You can learn more about the EGIA Snapshot Survey program at: 
www.egia.org/SnapshotSurveys

What percentage of your annual revenue is derived from service agreements?

Finally, we asked contractors how much annual revenue 

is derived from service agreements. The vast majority 

of contractors – 74% – see 20 percent or less of their 

revenue come from service agreements, with shares 

tapering off toward zero as we approach more than 50 

percent of annual revenue (1% of respondents). Still, any 

fraction of annual revenue that can be more consistent 

throughout the year, helping to eliminate offseason drops, 

can be of enormous value to contracting companies. 

It’s worth noting that 37% of respondents credit 

somewhere between 11 and 20 percent of annual 

revenue to service agreements. That’s both an 

impressive number as is, and perhaps one of the easier 

components of annual revenue to increase with just a few 

more minutes of time during home visits.

Learn More About Service Agreements
Now that you know more about how other contracting companies are using service agreements, what’s the next 

step? Our Contracting Best Practices Online Platform has a wealth of knowledge about service agreements, 

including videos, documents and templates that can walk you, step-by-step, through the process of improving your 

company’s use of service agreements. 

Click below to access the full online library and start your journey. EGIA Contractor University faculty like Gary Elekes, 

quoted above, have created a comprehensive collection of everything you need to help your company begin signing 

up customers for service agreements, or to take an already-successful company from good to industry-leading.

Login to get started: https://www.egia.org/login
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